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Greeks kick .off fellowship 
by Luis Rodriguez 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Greeks at UCF are praying! This type of conno-
tation is not generally used to describe fraterni-
ties and sororities; however, a group of Greeks 
from all the different fraternities and sororities 
are doing it . 
In changing the corruptive "Animal House" 
stereotyped image held by many people today, 
they have united to form the Greek Fellowship. 
and Thursday they will be hosting their "Spring 
Kickoff." 
The organization consists of a greeks that have 
come together for fellowship among their frater-
nal brothers and sisters. One of the organiza-
tion's main purposes is "to help 'Greeks under-
stand the Christian ideals which their fraterni-
ties and sororities are based upon according Fel-
lowship president ,James Beaver. . 
ter the success of Pike FelJowship last semester. 
Some members of Pi Kappa Alpha met every 
week to discuss common everyday issues, 
searching for answers in the Bible. 
From the encouraging turnout of the Pike Fel-
lowship and the expressed interest from other 
Greeks for this type of ministry, the Greek Fel-
lowship emerged. 
The Fellowship has already had three meetings 
this semester. All had good attendance. 
The group has also managed to set up a few 
small fellowships, like the Pike Fellowship, in 
the different fraternities and sororities. 
The Kickoff this Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Stu-
dent Organizations Lounge is the organization's 
first official meeting. There will be skits, music 
and refreshments as well as a time to introduce 
the organization's purpose and goals. 
"The Kickoff is just to introduce the Greek Fel-
lowship to the UCF campus and to all the Greeks, 
while at the same time give everyone an opportu-
nity to meet other Greeks and have a good time," 
explained Beaver. Pat Morley, an Orlando real 
estate broker, will be their guest speaker. 
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The group is headed by a council consisting of 
various members of the different Greek organi-
zations here on campus. "We want it to remain a 
self sustaining student-run organization," Bea-
ver said. "We don't want it to be just another 
fleeting club that will dissolve in a couple of 
years. We want it to remain strong in its purpose 
and foundation." 
The Greek Fellowship is trying to offer to all the --------------.......... 
Greeks, the opportunity to be able to share with 
other Greeks their religious beliefs as well as any 
problems or questions that they may be searching 
The idea of forming the organization came af- answers to. 
Elections em west1centrc1 Florida Future 
J. J. Mandato hands out literature to promote the Reid/Mandato campaign. 
Music goes high-tech at UCF lab 
by Keith Porter 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
With the recent opening of a Computer/ 
MIDI music laboratory at UCF, the music 
department sponsored a lecture by two local 
electronic music experts. 
The seminar was conducted by Glen 
Long ere and Otto Gomez. Longacre, who 
ha a master's degree in music from 
Indiana University, has worked on film 
nd television projects such as Walt 
·Di ney's "Grad Night , "Overview and 
T e lobe which won an Orlando 
dv rti ing Award (ADDY). He is 
currently working on a film score for the 
motion pie ure mall Towns are 1urder 
to r lea in the fall of 1987. 
Gomez who has a master's degree from the 
Manhatten Conservatory of Music, is 
producing the sound track for the movie 
"Girls, Girls, Girls" which will be released 
in May and aired on MTV. He also has won 
two ADDY awards. 
The two musicians showed an estimated 
audience of about one-hundred and thirty 
how to compose, arrange, produce and 
perform on digitally computer-synthesized 
music keyboards. 
"I thought the seminar went very we.11. I 
was impressed by the student enthusiasm 
and the professionalism of the performerst 
said Bruce Whisler, Chairman of the Music 
Department. "It was a tremendous learning 
SEE MUSIC PAGE 9 
Beauty Sleep Roland Dube/Central Florida Future 
An overworked UCF student catches a few winks 
before continuing on with his hectic schedule. 
College faculty discuss 
late~t salary concerns 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Despite last week's U.S. 
Department of Education 
report that average faculty 
members' salaries rose by 
6.4 percent during the 1985-
86 school year, faculty pay 
hikes continue ts> be divisive 
issues on many campuses: 
Among the recent 
examples: 
• A circuit court ordered 
the University of Wisconsin 
, to explain why it hadn't 
written checks for the 15 
percent pay hikes it 
promised to help bring UW 
salaries in line with 
comparable colleges in other 
states. The university 
claims some campus salary 
plans were too costly to 
implement. 
• A West Virginia 
University study showed 
some faculty members 
actually qualify for food 
stamps. The study found 
entry-level faculty make 
less th an en try-level 
custodians, security guards 
and secretaries. West 
Virginia regents said they 
would lobby to convince the 
state legislature to raise 
salaries to the regional 
norm. 
• The University of Iowa 
Faculty Senate hired a 
lobbyist and established a 
non-profit lobbying 
organization to get its 
salary demands before the 
state legislature. UI faculty 
claim their salaries rank at 
the bottom of the Big 10. 
• Iowa's regents, in turn, 
suggested faculty salaries 
must go up 13 percent in each 
of the next three years to stop 
a "brain drain" of top 
professors migrating to 
better paying positions in 
other states. At the 
University of Northern 
Iowa, campus governors 
included a pay hike in their 
initial contract offer to 
faculty members for the first 
time since 1981. 
• Professors at Virginia 
Tech and Radford 
University complained 
their pay hikes of up to seven 
percent were too low 
compared to raises at 
competing schools. 
• A North Dakota faculty 
advisory committee said it 
would take a 13 percent pay 
hike for North Dakota to 
compete with other states in 
the region in attracting 
faculty. 
•A regents report showed 
Oklahoma faculty salaries 
fell below the average for the 
surrounding 10-state 
region. University of 
0k1 ah om a of fi c i a 1 s 
claimed that, even after 
counting staff benefits as 
part of their compensation, 
salaries there were lower 
than at other state 
institutions. 
• At Indiana University, 
35 faculty members filed 
salary complaints with the 
American Federation of 
Teachers. They said an IU 
fund for- helping hold onto 
professors who get higher 
salary offers from other 
schools should be used to pay 
regular salaries. 
---(BUD LIGHl:)--~ 
64A.DEMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA 
FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT 
Neros fiddling around with 
bnght ideas wouldn't 
have been necessary ~~~~ 
if Bud Light had 
been served at aD 
those toga partJes. 
Its the less-fillmg 
hght beer with the 
first name in taste. 
So, fnends and 
countrymen, bring 
out your best Serve 
Bud Light at your next 
toga party. Or ask for jf 
at your favonte 
beeraton·um. 
EVERYTHING 
ELSE IS RIST 
ALIGHT. 
WAYNE DENSCH, IN<-. 
U.C.F Rep. Nanci Rot berg, 281-1777 
.. 
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• 
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cr·me prob ems small 
Stoff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
law, and to putting his sons 
and wife on the university 
payroll. 
• Oklahoma Board of 
Four college presidents Regents Chancellor Joe A. 
and two chancellors are in Leone, for payments he 
trouble with the law, but received from Rose State 
experts say the recent spate of College after leaving the 
allegations, investigations presidency there. 
and indictments plaguing • Roxbury Community 
top campus leaders probably College (Mass.) President 
doesn't add up to a Brunetta Wolfman, for 
presidential crime wave. allegedly reimbursing 
"A few investigatjons do herself with college funds 
not a crime wave make," after making campaign 
said Robert Atwell, president contributions to nine state 
of the American Council on congressmen . 
Education in Washington, • U. of South Carolina -
D.C. "Neither do a few Columbia President James 
indictments." Holderman, for supposedly 
"You can't string together spending university money 
the (recent events)," he for security systems in his 
added, "and say there's any homes. 
pattern or conclusion to be Such incidents were not 
drawn." unknown in the past. Last 
The recent events, in any year, former University of 
case, have been numerous. New Mexico Alumni 
Last week, California Director J. Edward Waller 
police arrested former U. resigned after university 
California - Santa Barbara officials found a $7,500 
Chancellor Robert "discrepancy" in his 
Huttenback and his wife, expense account. Waller 
Freda, on charges of agreed to repay the money, 
embezzlement, tax evasion and the case remains under 
and insurance fraud. investigation. 
Huttenback allegedly used Also last year; a former 
UCSB trust money and president and a former chief 
personnel to improve his business officer of Rose 
home, according to a State College (Okla.) were 
sheriff's detective. convicted of embezzling 
Huttenback is "on leave" more than $500,000. 
from UCSB since last Aug. Money isn't always the 
31, said university root of presidential troubles. 
spokeswoman Margaret Former Westfield (Mass.) 
Weeks. As part of a State College President 
resignation "settlement" Francis Pilecki is about to 
with trustees, she said, stand trial for alleged 
Huttenback agreed to repay sexual as&ault on a student. 
$174,087 "the university felt Various high-ranking 
was inappropriately spent." officials and former 
Huttenback continues to officials of Westfield State 
draw his $97,000 salary as College (Mass.), the U. of 
part of the settlement, Weeks Cincinnati and Yale have 
said. also spent time in court 
Still under investigation during the last two school 
for alleged misuse of state years. 
college funds are: Asked to explain the wave 
• Southeastern Oklahoma of improprieties, most 
State's President Leon president-watchers deny it 
Hibbs, who has admitted implies there's anything 
loaning a total of $246,188 to wrong with college 
his wife and daughter-in- presidencies themselves. 
N 1. 
•MATH CONTEST 
Nearly 1,000 students in 
grades 9-12 are expected to 
participate in a 10 county 
regional mathematics 
competition Apr. 4 at UCF. 
Individual and team 
events will be conducted in 
five areas: algebra, 
geometry, algebra II, 
advanced math and 
calculus. Trophies will be 
awarded in each subject 
area. 
The event will take place 
in UCF's Education Complex 
beginning at 7:30 a.m. Host 
for the contest is the East 
Center for Excellence, one of 
five such centers in Florida. 
•HOFFMAN 
bbie Hoffman, whose life 
ov r th p st two decades is a 
chronicle of political 
activi m will spe k on his 
f orite ubj ct pr. 2 at 
F. 
present at the 8 p.m. program 
in the UCF Student Center. 
The founder of the Youth 
International Party~ or 
Yippie's, Hoffman first 
came to prominence in the 
early 1960s organizing voter 
registration drives in the 
south. He later stood trial as 
a member of the Chicago 
Seven in the wake of antiwar 
demonstrations at the 1968 
Democratic National 
Convention. 
He went underground in 
1974 and resurfaced six 
years later to face 
prosecution and serve time 
on reduced charges on his 
arrest for selling cocaine. 
Cost to non-students is $2. 
•HELPLINE 
Central Florida Helpline, 
a new telephone helping 
service being offered 24 
hours a day is officially 
open. 
Boo Whoo Bill West/Central Florida Future 
Look yvhat happens when you don't pay parking tickets. 
Group slows liberal attack 
by Susan Skorupa 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Things are back to normal this year in 
Howard Zinn'S' political science classes. _ 
Last year, Zinn, a Boston University 
political science professor and avowed 
Marxist, was a target of Accuracy in 
Academia (AIA), a group that enlisted 
college students to identify professors who 
incorporated a liberal bias in their 
classrooms. 
AIA named Zinn -- along with others such 
as Arizona State Professor Mark Reader, 
Indiana Professor Victor Wallis, Princeton 
· Professor David Abrahams, New Mexico 
Professor Margaret Randall, Stockton State 
College Professor William Sensiba and 
State Univ. of New York at Farmingdale 
Prof. James Friel -- as leftists. 
At one point; AIA organizer Mark Scully 
said -- and then denied he said -- his group 
suspected there may be as many as 10,000 
such leftists teaching on American 
campuses. 
But a feared "witch hunt" never really 
happened, and this year AIA itself seems to 
have retreated from the headlines. 
AIA members say they've stopped 
installing anonymous student "monitors" 
in classrooms, and instead are 
concentrating on "investigative 
journalism." 
"The independent monitoring on 
campuses was not at all well received," said 
Brian Fitzpatrick, managing editor of 
AIA's monthly n.ewspaper, The Campus 
Report. "Essentially, now we do 
investigative reporting of specific 
complaints." 
Last year, voices as diverse as those of 
U.S. Secretary of Education William 
Bennett, the National Education 
Association, Chancellor John Murphy of the 
City University of New York, the 
Coordinating Board of the University of 
Texas System, and the faculty senates at 
Indiana-Purdue, SUNY-Farmingdale, 
Cincin"nati and Wisconsin, among many 
others, all criticized_ AIA as a threat to 
academic freedom and as a classroom 
disruption. 
All the criticism,· however, now is largely 
forgotten. 
"I've had no phone calls in the middle of 
the night," Zinn said, laughing. "There are 
no suspicious looking people in any of my 
classes. 
"AIA was really never much to begin with, 
SEE LIBERALISM PAGE 8 
persons having completed a 
50 hour training course in 
people helping. 
The staff will also have 
access to agencies and 
organizations if a referral is 
needed. 
dances, seminars and 
caucases. the club received 
the first place award for totaJ 
• ANIMAL RESEARCH 
OSU's Animal Care 
Committee last week 
The line is designed to 
assist persons who are 
hurting and ne.ed someone to 
talk to on a confidential 
basis. 
• BLOOD DRIVE 
The UCF Spring Blood 
Drive, in cooperation with 
the Central Florida Blood 
Bank, will be held on Mon. 
and Tues. Apr. 6 and 7 from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Three blood mobiles will be 
on campus both days. 
•CIRCLE K 
club achievement in the 
silver division. 
Russ Snyder was elected 
Governor of .Florida for the 
next year. 
The club, dedicated to 
community service, is 
looking for new members. 
Interested parties should call 
Lana Snipes 281-4800; Beth 
Whitmire 281-5012; or Chip 
Lorinez 678-6768. 
•GOLF 
The American Lung 
Association of Central 
Florida is offering Golf 
Privilege Cards for $20 each. 
These cards allow the holder 
to play golf (green fees) on 20 
of Central Florida's finest 
courses from May 1 - Nov. 
30, 1987. 
suspended campus research 
on monkeys and rabbits 
until it can determine if the 
animals have been abused. 
Two veterinary students at 
U. Penn, meanwhile, are 
suing to escape a Penn 
requirement that they 
perform "unwarranted 
surgery" on animals as part 
of their degree programs. 
• BALCONY JUMPER 
In the first use of a new law 
that allows hotel employees to 
"detain" students acting in a 
dangerous way, the manager 
of the New Texan Motel 
"arrested" Western Illinois 
student Lee Christian 
Farber, 18, for leaping 
between balconies on the 
motel's fifth floor. 
Hoffrn n ill tr ce tudent 
cti ri m from the 1960 to the 
The number is 740-7477. 
The line will be staffed by, 
Members of the Circle K 
service club of UCF attended 
the Florida District 
Convention March 13-15 in 
Plant City. 
There were banquets, 
Cards may be obtained 
from Steve Lytle in HPB 
350F, phone 275-2214. 
The new law was passed 
after several students died 
falling from balconies last 
spring. 
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Faculty salaries . nse, but not for all 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Faculty salaries last year 
continued a five-year 
upward trend, but women 
still trail men in both rank 
and pay, an Education 
Department study shows. 
But the trend toward 
higher pay for college and 
university faculty could 
be dying, another group 
claims. 
The average faculty 
member earned 6.4 percent 
more in 1985-86 than in 
1984-85. 
Last year's average 
faculty salary was $32,400, 
compared to $25,400 in 
1981-82. 
Women faculty, however, 
still earn about 25 percent 
less than their male 
counterparts, the study 
shows, with more women 
occupying lower ranking 
jobs 
such as lecturer and 
instructor. 
Nearly 88 percent of all 
full professors are men, and 
more than 80 percent of the 
male faculty are professors, 
associate professors or 
assistant professors. 
"We see no evidence that 
the gap (between men and 
women) is closing," 
reported Iris Molotsky of the 
American Association of 
University Professors, 
which will issue its own 
salary snrvey soon. 
"Our data also will show 
that salaries are increasing 
still, but not as much as the 
Education Department 
figures show." she added. 
"The increases are 
beginning to level out." 
Molotsky explains that, 
while the Education 
Department studied faculty 
salaries for 1985-86, more 
recent AAUP figures reveal . 
that 1986-87 salaries could 
signify a slowdown. 
"Faculty purchasing 
A telephone nwnber, that is. 'Cause if you're at work when 
the chlldren come hQJ'Jle from school, they 
sb.ould know how to reach you. 
Have 'em check in with a neighbor, 
too. They'll feel better. 
And so will you. 
For more information 
write me, McGrutf the 
Crime Dog. (Th.at's my mug 
on the right. Ha.ndaome,· 
huh?)CrirnePrevenUon 
CoaliUon, Dept. A, 
Box 6600, Rockville, Md. 
20850. 
· C l981 TheAdvert.tsln8Council, Inc. 
nft ~:S~::O~~allUon, ~~ t.h1s publlcaUon and The Ad CounCU. 
power decreased 20 percent in 
the early 1980s," 
Molotsky said. "That's one 
reason state legislatures 
moved to increase salaries. 
Our preliminary data for 
this year show that the 
increases in 1986-87 were not 
as great as in the past two 
years." 
Administrators often say 
they need to keep raising 
tuition at a pace double and 
triple the inflation rate in 
part to pay faculty members 
more. 
Yet both administrators 
and legislators still fear low 
salaries are driving top 
teaching talent off campus, 
claims Alfred Sumberg, the 
AAUP's associate general 
secretary. 
"I think the (1985-86 
salary) increase can 
partially be attributed to the 
fact that we have lost so many 
faculty because inflation has 
outpaced salary increases," 
Sumberg added. 
·student 
Govermnent 
Leadership 
Scholarships 
1 Available! 
\ 
-------------------Student Government-Sponsored 
LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications Now Available! 
Pick up Applications for the 87-88 
School Year at the Student Government 
Main Desk or at the Office of Student 
Affairs 
------------------· " ' Deadline: APRIL 10 
We Help t.o Make Leaders in... ·:: 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ~~~ 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :·:·:· :·:·:·:· :-:·: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: ·:·:·: -:· :-:·:·:·:·: -:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~·=·=·;:: 
The Hispanic Am.erican Student Association 
in conjunction with the International Festival 
invit~s you to ·a party with us. 
WEDNESDAY, April 1st at 9:00 P.M. at 
• AMERICAN & LATIN MUSIC 
•TACO BAR 
• FREE ADMISSION 
• 
.. 
, [) 
j 
• 
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NOW OPEN~~ 
UNIVERSITY PARK 
Interest groups deal wit attacks 
PLAZA 
679-2121 
545 Semoran Blvd. 
Winter Park, FL 
32792 
-----------------Any regular priced 
ALBUM, CASSETTE, 
IMPORT or CD 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
The University of Washington's Public 
Interest Research Group lost its effort to 
drum up more money last week. 
The student government, heeding the 
advice of a group of conservative students, 
turned down WashPIRG's request to start a 
"waivable fee" system, in which students 
pay $2 each to the PIRG unless they check a 
box at registration waiving the fee. 
It was only the most recent victory in a 
nationwide conservative effort to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ilisenfranchise PIRGs -- ~arted by Ralph 
$2.00 
OFF! $7 .99 AND UP! I 
------------------~ 
USER FRIENDLY 
When you need copies quickly and 
hassle-free, see us at Kinko's. Our self-
service copiers are very easy to use and 
give you the great quality, inexpensive 
copies you expect. 
kinko•s® 
Great copies. Creat people. 
127 West Fairbanks 
(across from Bailey's) 
plenty of off-street lighted parking 
(305) 628-5255 
M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Sun. 12 noon-9 p.m. 
Nader in 1970 to pursue "consumer issues" --
on campuses around the country. 
At Washington, a group of College 
Republicans organized as "Citizens for a 
Constructive Tomorrow" led the lobbying 
effort against the PIRG. 
"The Citizens for a Constructive 
Tomorrow's only function is to destroy 
PIRGs · on campuses," maintained 
WashPIRG org8:f1izer Teri Van Loon. 
Various conservative groups have 
challenged though not always 
successfully -- PIRG's funding at Missouri, 
Iowa, Massachusetts, Mankato State, Rice, 
Houston, Rutgers, Maryland, New Mexico 
and Syracuse, among other schools, since 
1983. 
In that year, the College Republicans' 
national office circulated a memo to its 
chapters outlining a campaign to attack 
PIRGs by' "infiltrating" their governing 
boards a·nd provoking student elections to 
end waivable fee systems. 
While conservatives last week shot down 
WashPIRG's attempt to get more student 
·fees, the College Republicans chapter at the 
University of Minnesota was trying to 
overturn MPIRG's "waivable fee" funding 
system. 
Though MPIRG's Matt Welbes said the 
system is fair, PIRG critics maintain the 
groups are liberal political organizations. 
The fee sys ems, they said, effectively force 
students to support the PIRGs, and give the 
PIRGs a favored position no other student 
groups get. 
To help figh them, the Mid-Atlantic Legal 
Foundation -- a group of lawyers funded by 
various conservative businessmen -- took 
the case of Rutgers conservatives who 
claimed the fee system was 
unconstitutional, and pushed it all the way to 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Last year, the U.S. Supreme Court let 
stand a ruling that Rutgers' PIRG's 
mandatory-but-refundable fee system was 
unconstitutional. 
At Washington, the waivable funding 
system was attacked even by people 
ideologically sympathetic to the PIRGS. 
"Students are not adequately aware of 
where their money is going," said student 
government's David Chee, who added he 
likes what PIRGs stand for, but sees them as 
ineffective lobbyists. 
In recent years, he says, WashPIRG has 
"concentrated on fund-raising efforts and 
ceased their lobbying efforts because they 
needed more manpower to raise money." 
The PIRG folks concede they spend a lot of 
time raising money, mostly because they've 
lost so much money in waivable fee 
disputes. 
- "Only a dismal 12 percent of the students 
support us" through the current "donation" 
procedure -- in which students must mark a 
"yes" box at registration and fill in the 
amount they wish to donate to WashPIRG," 
said Van Loon. 
Van Loon maintained WashPIRG 
remains strong despite the defeat. The state 
office decided to keep the UW chapter on 
campus, and chapters at Western 
Washington University and Evergreen 
State University are robust, she added. 
Oregon's PIRG, known as OSPIRG, also is 
active. · 
Free Spring Pops Concert 
FLORIDA 
SYMPHONY 
Sponsored by: 
Westinghouse Corporation 
Student Government 
Friday, April 3, 198'1 
7:00pm at the 
reflecting pond 
ORCHESTRA 
~~.q,~~~~~~ t Enjoy the Foreign Language Festival I 
prior to the Florida Symphony Orchestra 
on the Student Center Green~~ 
lO:OOam to 5:30pm ~r-
~.q,~~.q,.-rff' 
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•Abbie ha e!M!rged from two decades ot 
activism with his Groucho Marxist· humor 
end Idealism Intact~· 
Abbi~ Hoffman 
PAC 1s funded lhrough lhe Act1v1ty and Service Fees. as ollocoled by lhe Studenl Government of lhe University of Cenlrol Florido 
Serving The UCF Community 
• Savings Accounts 
• Checking Accounts 
• Daily Interest on 
Che.eking & Savings 
• New and Used Vehicle Loans 
• Automatic Teller Network 
• Mastercard 
the UCF 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore} 
WE'RE HERE FOR YOU 
275-2855 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
e Central Florida 
r--- ------------, I Chop'n save. I Off1c·a1s accused of • crimes 
I Present thi~;o~Lu'llpayforonly 1
1 I when you order two ~ one. Each comes with Sukiyaki Steak and ~ ~ appetizer; soup, I Chicken dinners ~, • salad, Japanese 1
1 I at $15.50, or two ~ ~· vegetables and 
I 
sanudkiyhakr1'1m· Spteak ~~~~ Green Tea. I 
S ~~§ OHcr cxp1m 
dinnersat$17.50, Ir · ~ Aprll 30. 1987 
I sAMvRA1 I 
I JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE c I 3911 East Colonial Drive, Or CaU 896-9696 · FFT .. 
-----------------1-
-------· 
I 
I 
OFF' 
I 
$10.00 
on Video Transfers 
Transfer your movies, slides & prints to Video Cassettes! I · 
:EXPRESS• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PHOTO I 
1 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING 
One coupon per order. $40.00 minimum, please. 
Good at all 3 locations 
Colonial Promenade 
896-0169 
University Plaza 
(next to X-TRA) 
679-2272 
I 
I 
I 
- -
Oxford Square 
260-5850 
- - ---
_, 
Stoff Report 
CO LEGE PRESS SERV CE 
Police have arrested the former chancellor 
of the University of California at Santa 
Barbara. in one of the most dramatic 
incidents in what has been something of a 
crime wave among some top college 
officials nationwide. 
Police charged Robert Huttenback, 59, and 
his wife Freda with embezzlement, 
insurance fraud and tax evasion. 
Two weeks before Huttenback was 
arrested, Oklahoma officials began 
investigating Southeastern Oklahoma State 
University President Leon Hibbs, who has 
admitted loaning $246,188 in college trust 
funds to his wife and daughter-in-law. 
Presidents at Roxbury Community 
College in Boston, Westfield State College 
in Massachusetts and the University of 
South Carolina also are being investigated 
for various alleged improprieties. 
Before last week's arrest, Santa Barbara's 
sheriffs searched Huttenback's Mission 
Canyon home soon after arresting seven 
people thought to be involved in an 
embezzlemenUkickback scheme. 
Huttenback resigned as chancellor last 
July after being criticized for allegedly 
misusing university and state funds --
perhaps up to $200,000 -- to repair and 
improve his home. 
Sheriff's Detective O.B. Thomas said 
Huttenback was charged with 
"unauthorized use of university funds and 
personnel at his private residence," and 
failure to report their use as income under 
California law. 
An apparently false report of stolen 
silverware led to an insurance fraud charge 
Don't Drink and Drive. 
against Huttenback, Thoma added. 
Last Sep ember, state auditors probing 
reports that H uttenback used cam pus funds 
on his home did find some inappropriate 
business practices at the UCSB Foundation. 
A county grand jury then subpoenaed 
campus financial records for the prior six 
years, and asked the district attorney and 
sheriff to help in the investigation. 
They later arrested UCSB building 
administrator Ho]ger Chris Ferdinandson 
on 11 counts of felony embezzlement, with 
some charges involving work on the 
Huttenback home. The home is said to 
include a $104,000 kitchen. 
In Oklahoma, where revelations about 
Hibbs' loans to his family members last 
week prompted Gov. Henry Bellman to call 
for closer scrutiny of college spending, state 
inspector Clifton Scott said no formal 
charges have been filed yet. 
The Massachusetts Attorney General also 
is still looking into charges that Roxbury 
Community College President Brunetta 
Wolfman used college trust funds to make 
political campaign contributions. 
No formal charges have been filed against 
Wolfman, who a1legedly reimbursed 
herself after making ten $25 contributions to 
state senators and representatives. 
In Columbia, S. C., Solicitor Jim Anders 
said he is "simply looking into allegations" 
that University of South Carolina President 
James Holderman spent state money for a 
security system installed in his private 
home. · 
The solicitor also is checking the 
propriety of a $52,000 "supplement" paid to 
Holderman by the Carolina Research and 
Development Foundation, of which 
Holderman is a former board member. 
Your life may depend on it. 
nited Parcel Service 
art-Tim·e Positions Available 
United .Parcel Service will be 
accepting applications for 
part-time loaders and unloaders. 
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour. 
Please sign up for an interview 
appointment in the Career Resource 
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an 
equal opportunity empl<?yer. 
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. 
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday 
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day. 
8, The Central Florida Future. March 31, 1987 
MUSIC 
FROM PAGE l 
experience," he added. 
The producers performed three 
compositions including "Amahl and the 
Night Visitors" by Menotti, "Fantasie 
Impromptu" by Chopin, and an original 
piece by Longacre entitled "Vegetable 
Garden", which was performed originally 
for the Fruit and Vegetables Growers 
Convention. 
According to Tom White, a consultant for 
the new Computer/MIDI Laboratory at UCF, 
the high point for some was getting a better 
understanding of the instruments and for 
others it was the music. 
The musicians also demonstrated the use 
of personal computers and printers in 
composing and printing musical scores. 
According to Gomez and Longacre, this 
technology will make arranging and 
composing far simpler than it ever has 
been. 
"There are many synthesizers available 
in the music: stores and on the shelves of 
mass merchandisers." White said. "All are 
good for their intended purpose from toys to 
professional instruments," he added. 
"If, however, your intention is to use your 
instrument linked up to a computer or other 
instruments, you should make sure the 
instrument you buy is MIDiable," White 
said. 
You can determine this by looking at the 
back of your instrument and assuring that it 
has receptacles for MIDI cables or patches. 
"MIDI has revolutionized the music 
world," White said. 
MIDI is an acronym for Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface, which allows 
synthesizers, sequencers, home computers, 
rhythm machines, ect. of different 
manufacturers to be interconnected through 
a standard interface. 
MIDI was first experimented with in 1964 
at Stanford University. In 1977, computer 
microchip memory was first used for storing 
musical sounds and reshaping them thru 
oscillators, filters, and amplifiers on a 
keyboard control panel. 
In 1983, various manufacturers of musical 
instruments compromised their differences 
and agreed upon a standardized MIDI 1.0, 
which is still the industry standard. 
Since 1983, Computer generated music 
entertainment, composing, scoring, editing, 
and printing thru the use of MIDI has 
exploded into all phases of music. 
The UCF Computer/MIDI Music 
Laboratory recently opened to allow students 
to experiment with current state-of-the-art 
equipment. It allows "hands on" experience 
to allow students and faculty to become better 
acquainted with the potential of this new 
medium to enhance music skills. 
"We wanted to see what interest we would 
have. According to the feedback from both 
the lab and the seminar, we will have more 
things like this ." White said. 
united 
Way 
UNIVERSITY or C[NTRAL fLOIClDA 
CEL[BRATES 
15 YEARS OF SORORITY 
RlJSH 
SCHEDULE FOR FALL RUSH '87 
S ndoy August 16 Greek Forum 5-7pm 
Monday, Augus 17 Theme Porty I 5-9pm 
Tuesday us 18 Theme 0 or II 5-10pm 
119 Wednesdo BRE K ~\\\~ 
Thursday 20 Theme Porty Ill 5-9pm c.rS"f-i~ ~o\\"f-i 
Fndo Preferen 1ols 7-9:30pm ~oO~l\-\\<{ So urd Bid P1ckU 1:00pm 
-v\" ~r "p 1.\os1. 
tl a 
Student 
Government's \, 
PHOTO \ \ 
CONTEST 
for next year's 
Student Directory 
Ends April 3 
_ _ _ Contesl.Il:Yl_e_s: __ _ 
1. AU photographs must be Campus·related. 
2An unlimited number of slides con be entered. 
3. Contest is open to any faculty, staff, student, and alumnus of U.CF. Photography 
cannot be part of their job. 
4. Slides must be in color from 35mm or larger, and name must be on the back of each slide. 
5.Collage presentations mu.st be on one slide. 
6.Photo releases must be obtained from recognizable people in photo. 
7. The photos entered cannot have been entered in any othercontesL 
8. Each slide must have a separate entry blank. 
9. Student Government reserves the right to print the winning photograph along with the 
winner's name in the Student Directory. 
10. Color slides must be submitted no later than April3, 198Z 
11. AU decisions of the committee are final. 
12. Student Government is not responsible for loss of damage of slides. 
13. AU slides should be brought to Student Center Room 155. 
14. Entry Blanks ~vailable at Student Center Room 155 
15. For more infonnation contactRenitaReed at275-2191. 
- - - $50 CASii-PR_I_Z-E!- - -
Plus a Veritable Cornucopia of ether 
prizes for quality submissions! 
,\\ 
We're Pretty as a Picture in ... 
Student Government 
--------1!1!1!1!1~~!1!1!1!1.!l!l!l!I.~~~-~::: ·:·:·:·:·: ·: · :·:·:·: · :·:·:·:·:·:·:· :·:·: ·:·:·: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·: · :· :·:·: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: ·:· . ·= ··· ·········· · · ·· ··········:~:
RUSH REGISTRATION 
March 30 - April 3 
April 13-April 18 
11am -1pm 
PLEASE BRING: 
* $10.00 Registration Fee 
* One picture of yourself .. 
GRADUATING BUSI ESS SENIORS! 
PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDEDI 
America's largest Insurance and financial 
service company has opened a new of-
fice In South OJ1ando and hos openings 
for multi-level agents and registered 
representatives. An excellent opportunity 
with extenslve financial product line, ex-
cellent benefits and training program. For 
a confidential Interview, call Mike Richter 
at (305) 857-1371. · 
The Prudential @HM 
...._... 
An Equal Opportun i ty Employer 
LIBERALISM 
FROMPAGE3 
e Centra l Ro "do Fuh.l'e. Marc h 31. 1987. 9 
readers each month, is now AIA's only 
acth-ity. The Campus Report claims several 
thousa.1d regular subscribers and 
----------------- additional circulation through students 
but it raised lots of interest." 
AIA began monitoring classrooms in 
mid-1985. Student volunteers were recruited 
on dozens of campuses to identify liberal 
professors and report them to AI.A 
The group then investigated the claims, 
and published the findings in The Campus 
Report. 
"There was great concern at first," 
recalled Iris Molotsky of the American 
Association of University Professors. 
"There was fear of a witch hunt, but it soon 
distributors on about 150 campuses. 
Like many campus publications, however, 
The Campus Report sometimes is hard to 
find. 
"I haven't seen it around here at all," said 
Ben McConnell, a reporter for the Arizona 
State University State Press .. "I don't think 
they have much going on." 
McConnell said that last year, AIA named 
four Arizona State professors to its list, but 
"if they're active here this year, it's very 
covert." 
r-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiOiiiiiiit became very apparent that no one's job was at 
stake. 
McConnell recently interviewed former 
AIA organizer Scu1ly, who, McConnell 
claimed, said AIA has "withered and blown 
away." The Hottest 
Hamburger Going! 
644-3334 
New Extended Weekend Hours! 
Friday & Sarurday til midnight 
SM and all day Sunday! 
________ ,, Weekdays from 11 a.m. lo 9 p.m. 
-----------------------------: AFamousDoubleHamburger,GoldenFries, : 
: and a 16 oz. Soft Drink! JUST $2.29 : 
I I 
I Bring this ad or a ticket stub from any school event. I 
I Limit one coupon per order per visit. Void where prohibited. • I 
I Offer not valid with any other promotional purchase. cash H.Um.JaGEU I 
I . redemption value 1120¢. ©1987 Fast Eddie's Famous Hamburgers . sM I 
I Offer expires 12/31/87. I 
~---------------------------~-: A Famous Hamburger, Golden Fries, : 
: and a 16 oz. Soft Drink! JUST $1.69 : 
I I 
I Bring this ad or a ticket stub from any school event. I 
I Limit one coupon per order per visit. Void where prohibited. I 
I Offer not valid with any other promotional purchase. cash HAMllUallDS 1 
I redemption value 1120¢. ©1987 Fast Eddie's Famous Hamburgers . sM I 
"Right now, they seem to be fairly 
quiescent and are restricting their activity to 
publishing their newspaper." 
AIA agrees classroom monitoring has 
ended, and "now that people don't feel they're 
being targeted, they seem more respectful 
and better able to gauge the product of the 
organization, which is to report incidents of 
bias," Fitzpatrick said. 
The newspaper, which goes to about 7,000 
l~lN1ltl1l 
.J1lf Il ··-·--~ 
Scully, who now works for Arizona Gov. 
Evan Mecham, declined to be interviewed by 
College Press Service, but did note he thinks 
AIA is a "fine" organization. Scully also 
said McConnell apparently misunderstood 
his remarks about AIA's current situation. 
"I sure hope it doesn't wither and die," 
AIA's Fitzpatrick said. "I just started this job 
a few weeks ago." 
P·OSIT I ON S 
AVAILABLE 
We are looking for high spirited, enthusiastic people who enjoy 
working outdoors in the Florida Sunshine. We will train you to 
promote Panama Jack Suncare and Sunwear products while 
working in Central Florida's finest resorts. Gain valuable ex-
perience in the field of public relations while earning an ex-
cellent income. Again, we are looking for people who enjoy 
the outdoors!! If this soulds like something you would be in-
terested in, please contact our Resort Pool Management office 
at 345·8944 AFTER HOURS 849·7871. 
I Offer expires 12/31 /87 . I------------------------~--------
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
International . 
Festival 
District-wide 
Foreign Language Competition 
(8 Languages represented) 
SCA 10:00am-5:30pm 
Trophies, Medals and Certificates awarded 
and 
For more information contact Dr. John Di Pierro, Festival Director at 
275-2476 275-2466 or 869-4519 evenings 
Spon ored by the Foreign Language Department and 
Th Progroms and Activities Council 
Foreign Language 
Competition 
Friday, April 3 and 
Saturday, April 4 
UCF Main Campus 
10:00am-5:30pm 
Music, Song and Dance of many countries 
Table-top displays of cultural literature and artifacts 
from over 40 countries 
Native costumes and Ethnic food 
Foreign Films 
Soccer and Table Tennis Exhibitions 
·. 
PA C i& fu1Uhd through Ur. A ctiuitU• and &ruu:n Ptt$, ru a.Jlocaud try tM Stcuhn t 
Gouemmntl of tlte Cfniuusity of Cen trol Florida. 
Opinion~~~~~~~~~--
Baby M court case 
may set future for 
surrogate mothers 
A one-year-old child is the center of the most 
unusual controversy to hit the newsstands in the 
past decade. 
The Baby M case is by far the most critical issue 
facing the nation's court these days. It has become 
more than a simple question on custody of the 
child. Instead, it could put the whole idea of 
surrogate motherhood in jeapordy. 
Back in Biblical times, the wise King Solomon 
once settled the issue of the ownership of a child by 
offering to split the child in two and give each 
parent half of the child. One parent gave up her 
claim under such a suggestion. 
However, even Solomon would admit 
frustration over the present situation. A 
worldwide debate has commenced over surrogate 
parenthood. Some feel that surrogate parenthood 
does nothing more than digress into cheap baby-
selling. Others feel that it's one way for parents to 
experience the joys and agony of parenthood even 
though they are not able to have children 
themselves. 
Judge Harvey Sorkow, who is in the unenvious 
position of having to make a ruling this week, 
has a difficult decision ahead of him. On one 
hand, there is William and Elizabeth Stern. 
Stern is the baby's father, and it was they who 
entered into the agreement with the Whiteheads. 
Richard and Mary Beth White~ead are the other 
couple involved. It was Mary Beth who was 
artificially inseminated in order to bear Stern's 
child. This was all done under a pre-arranged, 
contractual agreement. · 
Technically, both families have rights to the 
child. Both families do care for the child very 
much. But, in the best interests of all, the Stern's 
should retain Baby M. 
The first reason is the contract itself. Mary Beth 
Whitehead knew what she was getting into when 
she entered into the agreement. It should not 
matter that she refused the payment for having 
the child before fleeing to Florida with it. She 
nonetheless entered into an agreement that she 
had no right to break. The sanctity of the contract 
needs to be upheld. 
The second reason is the idea of surrogate 
motherhood. Many future parents in the same 
situation may become gun shy if the ruling 
favors the Whiteheads. These parents will be 
unwilling to progress through the nine months of 
emotional attachment to their future child only to 
have it ended when the surrogate mother changes 
her mind. The joys of raising children could be 
absent for many future couples. 
With the wisdom of Solomon behind him, it is 
hoped that Judge Sorkow makes the right decision 
for all involved, including both sets of parents in 
a New Jersey courtroom and future parents in 
households worldwide. 
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CPS 
More on the poll; assorted · tidbits 
Poll results: Last Tuesday I ran a poll on the 
state of the nation and its morality. While I 
unfortunately do not have the results yet, I can at 
least tel' you that UCF is about 500 percent more 
interested in this poll than it has been in any we 
have run in the last three years. 
The amazing success of this poll has spurred 
, . 
me to publish it again for anyone who missed it in have to write something good about us. Wouldn't 
last Tuesday's issue of The Central Florida they? 
Future. The Futile: Yes, after being discontinued last 
If you are one of those people, let me fill you in. year, The Central Florida Futile will return this 
This poll is actually being. conducted by a Thursday. 
religious television station called Coral Ridge The return of the Futile was brought about by 
Ministries. It is supposed to be an official such searing remarks such as "You guys just 
sampling of the nation's attitudes. However, the aren't any fun anymore" and "Don't always be 
their poll starts out "Dear Christian Friend." so serious!" -' 
As you can probably see, their poll will probably You asked for it, you got it. The Central Florida 
· be less than rep·resentative. So, out of nothing Futile:, a look at the lighter side of UCF. Coming 
more than mild curiosity, I decided to reprint this Thursday. 
their poll here to get the UCF view. Then, when Yo SG: I guess we should make this official So, 
their results come out we can compare. The Central Florida Future "Truth and Freedom 
So if you haven't sent in your poll yet, please do Warriors" accept the Student Government 
so as soon as possible. Let's see just where UCF's "Dogs'" challenge to a softball duel. 
morals rank. Remember, that's Friday April 17 at about 4-4:30 
Election time: Don't forget, you should be voting p.m. Watch out, puppies, we'll show you yellow 
for student body president and vice president journalism like you never imagined existed. 
today and tomorrow. 
If you were not planning to vote, let me hit you Tell us: As the end of the year approaches, we 
with this one. Your.friend and mine, Laura Ost of always get the urge to redesign the newspaper. 
'[he O~lando Sen~i~el ~an another one of her While this usually is a pretty subtle thing -
UCF is apathetic articles last Sunday. She meaning we usually don't change much _ we 
mad~ the point that no one cares about the SG would like to hear what you would like to see in 
elections. th 
Come on folks, this woman spends her life e paper. . . 
trying to make us look like a bunch of tree sloths! How ~o you hke the type style w~ use. Is it e~sy 
Just for once I'd like to see the UCF·student body to read. What about our look. Is this an attractice 
make a fool of her. paper, and if not, what do you think would 
For gosh sakes, get out there and vote! If we improve it? Also, what about the content. What 
could get a high voter turnout the Sentinel would would you like to see that we don't have? 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------
The Kamikaze -Columnist's 
State of the Nation/Morality Survey 
Circ le your answers 
1. Do you belieYe that be~ honest deperxis on the citcumstaroes? 
2. Do )l:)U believe tf\lt garrbling is immoral? 
3. Do you believe the news media is ~ that Ptesidert Reagan has been urtrutldul ii the ~ c00roveisy? 
4. Do you beliew tha1 the presidert has an OOigalion to remail pt.blicly silert on matters ~ affect nak>na.I sectrly? 
5. Do you believe that legalized aboiOOn is lkelyto lead lo mercykiling o1 retarded and elderly people (etAhanasia.)? 
6- WOl.tl you vote lot a law that wo\j:j alklw fmJ a homosexual from a Pb ~ sch>ol? 
7 Do you believe steahJ from an empklyer is ;stied m r cer1ail ciztumstan;es? 
8. WOl.tl )00 vote'°' a generaly peison for Preside I that petSOO happened to be a homosexual? 
9. Woti:! )00 boycott pnx'il:ls of a!M?rtisers who sponsor TV programs~ suggestNe sex and bl.llart vOlerK:e? 
10.Do you believe Star Wass is des9led '>defend Oll'cotnryil the lace of Soviet anack? 
11.Do you berieve there shol*1 be slate laws requmg the theOly al evoWin and scie · creatmsm 
., l:e ~ ~ eadWlg in scien:e classes? 
12.Doyoube!ieYethatthe '>teS:Ole prayer" our pubfic schools should cont " ue, 
yws of defeat n tru;. ;1::.!mrri 
13.Do you WI 1V progiammllQ J 
14. Do ve eXlraJ sex ll1der any cimns1m:eS? 
5-Do you beieYe parerts SllOc.t:l have a say on wti:h ~and reading · are LISed • school baries and ? 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes oo 
yes 00 
yes no 
yes no 
yes oo 
I 
I 1 Drop this form by o offices or mail o Survey, CJO The Ce tral Florida Future, UCF, P.O. Box 25000. Or1ando, FL 32816. 
I 
L--------------------------------~---------~---------~--------------
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KNIGHTLIFE by Jorge A. Gratacos 
*'We[(, tfiat settles it. 'Wliat cfo you say we fiave a 
tfemocracy insteacl?" 
KNIGHTLIFE by Jorge A. Grata cos 
'Uneasy_ because of tlie signifigance of tfiis joust, Sir 
Loin ch.oases an inatfequate weapon. 
AIDS is not some 
remote disease concerning 
only homosexuals and drug 
addicts; it's a very real 
problem that is affecting our 
entire population. Although 
no actual cases have been 
reported on this campus, 
between 70 and 80 people 
have contracted the disease 
in Orange County alone. 
If t numnet~eeslfi 
o !arming 
th t Orang 
h ourth hig est 
nu be c nfirmed 
ca es in Fl rid coun ies, and 
o · da it.s If as t e third 
ighest number o cases in 
the entire nation. At the 
wildfire pace that this disease 
is spreading, your next 
unprotected sexual 
encounter... the next 
recreational drug you use ... 
even the next razor you 
share with someone could 
lead to infection. Seriously. 
The UCF Student 
Health Service is your 
CHEEVERWOOD by Michael Fry 
:·:·:·:·:·:·· ••.• •. .. ••• •.••••·•••·•·.••••·•·•••·•· .. ·.·.-.·.··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.- . . ...•. ····:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::~·:·:·:::·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::·:·:·:::::·:::::::::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•:t:•:t;.:-:·:~;·:·:•:•:-:·:·:.~~=·=-· .. "':·=·=-=~~ 
:: THe «E>V\9.\1 e~mr"l 
:: "Bo~·\.~Ao TAKeN , 
;: CNeR M~. N\\O\..OOo P.N)tll'Je. 
:; \)OD'{. WAC.KINe~~ 
;; eN5ue5. I --
1 
lt:::::::::::::.:.:::::.:.:.:.:.:•:•'.•'.•'.•'.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·'.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•_• '1 
campus AIDS information 
center, and condoms can be 
purchased at the Health 
Center Pharmacy. Don't 
victimize yourself; you can 
greatly reduce your risk of 
contracting the disease. 
ATIENTION: 
Students, Faculty, 
dSt 
· ed a bl 
tra:nsfusi n o 1 98 , 
the UCF ,S ude t Healt 
Se vices ·n ra your od 
sa ple for o char e. Within 
24 o s, you sh u e 
blood and a physician's order 
(also provided by the Health 
Services) to any branch of the 
Central Florida Blood Bank. 
The blood does not have to be 
refrigerated. There is a 
$20.00 fee at the Blood Bank 
and the result will be sent to 
the Student Health Services 
in one to four weeks. For 
Blood Bank hours or branch 
locations call 849-6100. 
llEALT/I 
PRESENTED BY THE 
UCF SlUDENT 
HEALlH AND 
WELLNESS 
CENTER 
281-5841 . 
F.Y.I .... 
... HOT SWAT TOPIC: Developing a 
great sense of humor won't substitute for 
study but it will help you make the grade 
in life. Come to SWAT's stand-up/ sit 
down comedy program. Learn how 
humor works, what it's good for and how 
to get more of it. Raise your "fear of 
making a fool of yourself' quotient! 
3PM Tues, march 31, Health Resource 
Center (HRC) . Free! 
... "For Women Only; What Every 
Mature Woman Should Know About Her 
Health". Topics covered are breast self-
exam, exercise as a way to health and 
confidence, osteoporosis, and 
menopause. Free to all UCF students, 
faculty, and staff! Bring your lunch to 
the HRC every Tuesday in April at noon. 
... three bloodmobiles to be on campus 
April 6, 7 all day. Give of yourself; 
others are counting on you. 
... Weight Watchers: sign up by 
Thursday, April 2, at the HRC. 
by DARIN BROWN 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Big Bro Lil Bro Dinner Thurs. Greek weelc 
practice at house Fri ll Sunday. Vote for 
JJ & Roy they're doing a great job. Study 
hard we're almost done l month til 
weekend. 
Delta Tau O.la 
OI< Dells, It's time to show who5e boss In 
softball! Don. with al that talk you should 
be hitting homerunsl And Greg, with the 
right twist of the wrist you might make It 
to first bosel Remember Dettsl trs all 
deeJ these days!! Watchout UCF ladles. 
ofter a frustrating spring break. Vance 
hos ants In hls pants! The Delfs ore ready 
for a wild Greek Weeki Rumor hos It fhat 
Mr. Zig hos 'made It to fhe top,' and he's 
loving every minute of It! Hockey Is here 
and here come the Delts to add to the 
competition! Don't forget 'Delta get 
you there' 
~TauOmega 
Mil happy hour 1his Friday at the house. 
75th annual awards banquet this 
Saturday night April 4. Coll for details 
and reservations. 
Delta Gamma 
Thanks TKE pledges for a great social! 
DG's get ready for a great greek week! 
Let's show everyone what we con dol 
TBl's keep up the good work. we love 
you! 
Female Rm. Share Executive home 
furnished bedrm. Kitchen and more In 
Christion Environment. References. 679-
8222 $230.00 mfh. 
Non-smoking. responsible. clean room-
mate for private. furnished room and 
bath. Wosher/dryer. No pets. Two miles 
from UCF 0 Deon & Unlverslty. S250 
Covers di. Leave message at 679-2473. 
Female to share 2br 2bth duplex 
w/~me washer /d l block from UCF 
$210 & utll. 658-6030 ask for Sandy ofter 6 
p.m. 
ROOMMATE WANTED: own room & bath; 
washer/dryer; $212 per month & dep.; 
across from campus; col Lauro 281-1779 
Female-wro room In Fully furnished 2 
bedroom at Haystack $2.00/mo + 1/2 utll 
coll 275-8216 avail May 1. 
Female roommate needed. Fox Hunt 
Lones. Sl 19 a month+ 1/4 utilities please 
call evenings 281-0346. move in May lstt 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! April lst. 
Female roommate to share specious 
2bdrm/2bath opt. in Fox Hunt $125 + 1/4 
utll. 658-1899or281-515.5. 
Female roommate share 2 bedrm opt. 
Lorge 2 bdrm l bath. adjacent to UCF 
quiet. wash/dryer. avoll Immediate~. 
lease arrangements - $400/mo 830-
9966. 
TRS-80 pocket computer 3 f0< sole l .4K. 
S30w /no ma"lUOI (Sony). Cdl Mike at 281-
7414 eveniigs. 
Water bed Queen size mottr~ for ~le 
$25671-7293 
Blue l O speed Hatty for sale 28• S75 coU 
671-7293. 
Nikon Camera Set-up 
Nikon FM2. Nikon Motor drive. and 
various lenses. Must sell. Contact Joe H-
339-6240 W-<>28-4859 
1982 Buick LeSobre In good condition 
Asking $2.500 but It Is negotiable call 275-
4292. 
Brand new pictorial 20 volume set of 
TIME-LIFE World War II. Reasonable price. 
Sen. Coll 275-2061. 
Graduating? Great! Put yourself In a new 
or used car with 9D-days deferred 
payments. Dial 676-1717 and ask for Biiiy 
Betterton. 
Stereo system /coss/8tr/tum table am 
tm & 4 large speakers all just S 110 658-
6030. 
Fox Hunt $123.75/mo 282-1721. ~~~~~~:~~'.:!1 111KtlllilJBtllf,I 
OPIUM ~ sold locally @ $175/oz. But 
some fragrance can be produced and 
sold very INEXPENSIVEL Yll This perfume 
lasts a LONG TIME -and 95% tested could 
not tell dlf or liked our version BETTER I I 
Send name, address. & $21 for loz. to 
Cori Free. P.O . Box 1184 Dept A2., 
Casselberry 32707. 
Meetings ore held every Tue. In STUDENT 
CENTER ROOM 217 at 6 p.m. Need more 
Info. please leave message on answer 
machine by calling 275-4394. 
Omicron Dena Epsllon 
The Economics Honors Society open to 
all students with an Interest In 
Economics. For more lnformatlon call 
Rob Alexander at fhe Economics 
Deportment 275-2465. 
UCF Alkldo Club 
Japanese fine art self defense 
coordination mental and physical 
t1olnlng. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat 
~l lom Sun 1-3 pm Multipurpose room 
Education Bldg. 
Phi Alpha Theta 
History honor society open to all 
students wifh 12 hours in history. For more 
Info, leave name and phone to HFA 5.51. 
UCFSurfClub 
Meetings still Wednesday at 5 p.m. 
Room 336 In the Health and Physlc;:s 
Building. Don't miss out, you snooze you 
loose. 
student Personnel Association 
OFFICERS' ELECTIONS for 1987-88 wm be 
held on Wed .• April 8. The meeting will 
be at 4:00 p .m. In the President's 
Boardroom, Admln. Bldg, 3rd floor. For 
more Information contact Deborah 
Haataja at 657-9537 or Karyn Sokolowski 
at 249-0651 . 
UCFClrcleK 
Join now before Ifs too late! Circle K Is a 
servlce club - (Y'know. helping the 
needy, etc.) Our meetings ore 
Wednesdays at 5 .p.m. In PC2 - l 07. Do 
something good! 
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Duplex for rent In Sherwood Forest-2 
bdrm/2both $475/mo now $460 plus free 
color TV. Available In April. 
Wosher/dryer. air. ceiling fans. trees. coll 
Fred 295-6717 or 645-3339. 
Lorge 2 bedrm l both opt 8 min from 
campus utilities inc. ·$400.00 month 365-
9923 365-7544. 
SPECIAL - l MONTH FREE rent. Brand new 
2 bedm. 2 l /2 bath townhomes near 
UCF. Equipped kitchen & verticals. 
Private. $450/month coll John at 644-
5385. Don Gallagher, Inc. 
DUPLEX Fa< RENT 
2 Bbr 2 both In Riverwood. Fenced yard, 
appliances. celling fans. $485/month. 
Call evenings 657-4468. 
A new luxury condominium Is now 
available for lease to qualified persons. 
The condo is located In Hidden Springs 
Condominiums. just of Montogomery 
Road In Altomonte Springs. The condo 
Includes: 2 bedrooms. 2 baths. 
microwave. washer and dryer. lcemoker. 
dishwasher. disposal. fireplace, celling 
tons In all rooms and ceiling to floor 
cathedral windows In the rlVing room. 
The complex: 2 pools, 2 clubhouses, 
jacuzzi, tennis courts. jogging troll and 
assigned parking. All this for $585 per 
month. Col 774-5736 for on 
appointment. 
3 bdrms 2 both villa Sherwood Forest 1 /2 
mile UCF microwave dishwasher 
washer/dryer alarm system ~tudent @ 
Sl92/mo4-student@Sl44 658-4310. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). 
Deliquent tax property. Repossessions. 
Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for 
current repo list. 
VW Rabbit 78 auto air cond exc-cond 
must sell 950 or bestoffer277-7150. 
Moped 79 super deluxe ve spo gronde 
red w/turn signals; shield 673- miles 
$450.00 make offer phone 2457 home 
273-2267. 
Queen stze waterbed for ~le. 
Headboard, mattress. heater. & liner. All 
must go. Confect Joe- 33~240 
Stereo Equip - Receiver. speakers, car 
stereo also - Adi w-skl binders 
CALL 656-4652 
•111111 
Help earn SlCXXl weekly, stuffing 
envelopes at home. Start Immediately 
write: Hamilton Mailers. 5471 Lake Howell 
Rood, Suite 128, Winter Pork, Florida 
32792 
XJra Super Food Cente11 
517 s. Semoran BIVd. 
Winter Park, Flotlda 32792 
The largest ahd most unique Food 
center In Florida ls looking for applicants 
to fill many port-time positions In Its 
Unlverslty-436 location. This Meger 
Market style store, would be an 
excellent opportunity for people with 
'conventional supermarker experience 
to enhance their business job resume 
and gain experience In the 'Marketing 
Concepr of the future! Applications are 
being conducted by apoolntment 
each Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
• ApproH·d February 4, 1987 b} the New York Slate Education Department for the 
purpo e of i:ondui:ting a dmii:al derl.~htp program in ~ York teaching hospitah. 
• St George's rei:ei\ed a similar apprmal m 1985 from the New Jer..ey Board of 
ledi al u miner..; 1his ellablbhe~ S1. George's~ the only foreign medii:al sthool 
v.ith inwu tion in Engli h that has ~tate·apprmed campuses in both New York 
and ew Jer:.e~. 
• O\er 100 1uden1 ha e tran ferred to U.S. medical schools. SI . George's has 
gradua1ed O\er 1.000 phy i ians: 
The) are hi:en ed m 39 tates; 
ThC) hold facuh} po 111ons in 20 LS medical hooh- 2511"0 ha>e been Chief 
R 1d nt m 119 US bo~pitals (a ·cording 10 a 19 6 suney). 
• 1 Geor e· 1 nienng us e ·ond decade of medical education. In the fir t decade, 
we\ ere cit J b} T e Jourul or the merican 1edi J A~ i:uion (January 1985) 
a ran m numb r one of all major foreign medr ·al choob m the muial pa!ts raie 
on rh ECF IG exam. 
• St G r e·~ is one of the fevo foreign medicals hools who~ s1uden1s qualify for 
Guaranteed Studeni Loaru.. Our s1uden1s aho qu lif) for the PWS / ALAS loans 
and. under ·enain conditions. ' loam. St. Geor e's grants a limited number of 
loan and h ar hip to entering students 
L. <ifl>11t' LI i mit . 
c / u ' Forri a Mt1licaJ · 
0 t • I f - Ba) 
(516) 665 
. . e/105 
Corporal ion 
\ork 117 
Earn S4al weekt,t - S60 per hundred 
circulars moiled. Guaranteed. Work at 
home and ~ipate In OU' COf'llXlnY 
project moiling circulars and assembl ng 
materials. Send stcrnped self 
addressed envelope to JBK 
Mallcompony P.O. Box 25 Costalc, 
Callfornlo. 91310. 
SPtASH CREATIONS NOW HIRING PART-
TIME. If you ae nterested In clothing 
design and would like a unique job near 
UCF please coll Tom or Jeannine at 67~ 
1522. We offer flexble hours and a fun 
WOl1dng atmosphere. 
!Excellent opportunity for students 
needing supplemental Income. Evening 
hours. no weekends, nice office W 
Wlnterpark area. $5/hr plus bonus to 
start. For more Info 628-2197. 
Hard working students for a large office 
move In the Orlando area. Moving April 
10. 11. 12. 16. 17. 24. 25. 26. Call 
Professional Movers, Inc. at 695-6559 If 
Interested. 
Part-time position - National co. Is 
looking for Individuals Interested In a 
merchandising position. Must hove car, 
drivers license, Insurance and be . 18 
yearn old. hours flexible. For more 
Information coll 305-322-0S l 7. 
Students needed to clean homes. Hours 
to fit schedule. Call tm-1636. 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants, 
Agents. Mechanics. customer seNlce. 
Salaries to S50k. Entry level posttions. 
Call l-805-687-6CXXl Ext. A-4628 for 
current repo list. 
Excellent Income for home ossemb1y 
work. For info coll 504-646-1700. Dept. P-
307. 
Poster Person - needed P.T. to put up 
and maintain posters around campus. 
Contact Garry at 678-8400 between 2 
and4only. 
Babysitter needed for active 11 mo. old 
boy. Afternoons, ave 8-10 hrs per week 
$3 per hour. Must be dependable and 
cheerful. Maitland area. Coll 629-1259 
ABORTION SERVICES. birth control 
Information. pregnancy tests and 
counselling. VD screening, low cost. 
confidential servlces and general 
anesthesia. 898-Q921 
Central Florido Women's 
Health Organization 
Financial aid for college Is available 
RESULTS GUARANTEEDI Coll 1-800-USA-
l 221 ext0627 
JANUS CAREER SERVICES 
Let us direct your career search. -
Resumes - lntervlews - testing - support 
until employed. can 626-1090. 
JOB RESUMES 
Professional resumes service. 'We do It 
all' Expert services free consultation coll 
740-7435 J.O.B.S. 
Free Real Estate Seminar 
Join us Apr l, form 7-9 pm+ see why Keys 
Fl Inc. Is the # l co In the South. Already 
licensed-waiting for test results-thinking 
aoubt a license? Ask about our tuition 
free schooll For reservations call Betty or 
Dove, Keyes Florida Inc. 894-8153. 
FAST'TYPING SEIMCE 
Quick Professional Services. All wor1< 
prepored on commerdol word 
processors for error free neatness. We 
use IBM .:qulpment Letter quai~ pnnter 
not dot-motrbc. Free rough drafts and 
revisions. Some day. weekend and 
overnight service avollable. Over M.500 
~tisfied students. Col 671-Dl7 
'TYPING. Fost, accurate, reasonable. 
Close to campus. Call Berny 282-4168 
PROFESSIONAL 'TYPING 
•One mile from UCF Campus• 
All types of student documents. Some 
day servlce available. IBM letter quality 
word processing. 
Fast • Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Excellent typing/word processing. 
Editing. T~. 273-7591 . 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed/Revised/Typed- 65H1J79 
Executive word processing services 
· Term papers. theses. resumes. 
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Pick-
up/delivery service available. 
Academic needs may by professional 
typist. 15% student discount 24 hour 
message center277-0329 
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal 
touch! 21 yrs experience. Perfection my 
specialty Thesis expert call Susie 273-
2300 days 647-4451 eves. 
••.COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING ••• 
Student papers Fast! Error free and spell 
checkedl IBM quality! 658-1481. 
Typing Wrod Processing. " .. 
Term papers $1.25 per page. Call after 
3:00 p .m. 767-0589. 
lYPING SERVICES 
Thesis. reports, forms, letters. statistical 
(Edited) - all phases of typing. $2.00 per 
page & up. Coll Beverly Sparks at 629-
2046. 
Need a typist? Call Colleen - 859-1222. 
LETTER PERFECT TYPING SERVICE Fast 
Accurate Affordable Word Processing 
Typing. Term Papers; Reports; Thesis 
Manuscripts Memory storage 657-1616 
(leave message on recorder) 
Typing services In my home. 
Reasonable. Coll Rufh Richards - 894- • 
7169. 
Leave you term paper to us. Typing 
reasonable rotes 6~4893 BobP(. 
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM $279 
Lowest Scheduled Airfares to all of 
Europe. (800) 325-2222 dept 490. 
David. 
I was very pleased with your unique 
techniques last night. Keep up the 
good work. Remember that I buy next 
• 
time. • 
Love.John 
Leslie. 
You're the greatest. 
Brian 
S.G. 
Look out for the pupple stompers so 
don't bring any S.G. dogs. 
TCFF 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
A REPUTATION THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELFI 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
REPORTERS EEDED! 
Call 275-2865 for more info. The Central 
Florida Future. 
~e 
PIZZA&SUBS 
11794 EAST COLONIAL DR. In Orlando 
In the Alafaya Village, behind Wendy's 
~{l~o@@{l@ 
----- SUPER COUPON ----1 I Choose, Popptronl, Two For You .~.·~:. . {V?"<-1 Mushrooms. Ham. OO'i?~ WN1 lh oo ~ i·· f I Green Peppers, halian U UU@ ·'Ju@ If II.\~ 
I Sausage, Onions, .d> 11794. E. COLONIAL DR. Anchovies on request Large ODl0.99 2 7 3 • 9 6 7 6 I I oalVERYCHAAGE Medium $8.99 ONE COUPON I 
I. EXTRA Small $6.99 PER PIZZA ---------------~ 1- -SUPER COUPON -----'!11111 
SCORCH 
FROMPAGE20 
Tallahassee mistakes, one 
thing that lingers is the 
futility against the 
Seminoles. In the all-time 
series between the two 
schools, UCF has won just 
one time in 10 meetings. 
Better percentages have been 
known t.o bless this team. 
The Knights will get a 
final shot at the Seminoles 
when the schedule says they 
come to town April 23. The 
same goals and objectives 
will still govern the 
Knights' game plan. 
Hopefully for them, 
though, the outcome will be of 
a slightly different variety. 
The IRS Community Outreach 
Program provides group of 
taxpayers such as retired FROM PAGE 17 
ch31. 1987. 13 
I •. -~~ oo@[fi)@ [b(;)lf®~ f?JO~~&loo t1' I 
I ~~ 2 Topp m gs 11194. E. cOLow~'- DR.I people, farmers, self-employed 1-----------Sorry, no extra cheese 273-9676 I DELIVERYCHAAGE ~ R (ff\ (ff\ ONE COUPON I 
L EXTRA ~ ~ Cl 'JI 'JI PER PIZZA ---------------~ _J: ____ ,_
people and many others with 
free tax help and information. 
Call the IRS number listed in 
your phone l;>0ok. 
--Pllbllc §enll~orthe 1RS 
WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO 
CALL YOUR PARENTS? 
a) When you're stuck in your room because 
someone "pennied" your door. 
b) 
c) 
When you spent all-your money playing 
video games and 'you still have to buy books 
for Developmental Psych. 
When you iust miss hearing their voices 
and telling them what you've been doing. 
One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've been up to. 
But you should call them anyway. 
And. when they ask where you were last night, tell them that you 
always call using AT&T Long Distance Service because of 
AT&T's high quality service and exceptional 
value. 
When they ask how your stud-
ies are going remind them that 
AT&T gives you immediate 
credit if. ou dial a wrong 
number. 
And when they ask about 
your plan for the weekend, note 
that ou can count on AT&T for 
clea1: long distance conn tion . 
_ . And wh n, at la t, th y prai e 
vou for u ing AT&T, then-and only 
th n-you might want to mention those 
·~~ p y h k. 
-
AT&T 
The right choice. 
reporting non-factual 
stories. Yet it will be a long 
time before a major, hard-
core investigation of a 
Kentucky or an UCLA takes 
place. 
The NCAA has few guts 
where it counts. In that 
respect, it makes me ill. 
Syracuse was a surprise 
this season. Many people 
predicted Indiana's rise to 
prominence in the 
pre season. However, 
Syracuse was ranked 33rd in 
The Sporting News' 
preseason Top 40 poll. Coach 
Jim Boeheim has done a good 
job in developing such 
players as center Rony 
Seikaly, who has dominated 
opposing centers throughout 
the tournament. 
Still, I would have like to 
seen a more formidable 
opponent for Indiana in the 
final. If North Carolina or 
Georgetown had faced 
Indiana for the 
championship, it would be a 
better game. 
Which brings me to my 
Sunday night prediction for 
the Monday night game. The 
general, Bob Knight, will 
take his third NCAA title. 
The Main Event picks 
Indiana by seven. By the 
time you read this, you will 
either be laughing or you will 
be saying, "Damn, he's 
good." 
Until next time ... 
Most tax refunds 
come on time ... 
But if it's been 10 
weeks since you filed 
your tax return 
and you still haven't 
received your refund 
check, ~nd out about it. 
Call the special phone 
number in your tax 
forms package and the 
IRS Automated Refund 
Service can check the 
statu of your return. 
-- - - APubllc._.,lccorrhe-
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Barnett Banks conducted interviews at your campus 
recently. We were able to speak with many talented 
students ... but maybe we missed you! 
If so ... there is still time to consider the variety of challenging 
opportunities Barnett has available. As a new college 
graduate, you may qualify for our Management Associate 
Program, as well as other developmental positions that lead 
to careers with Florida's largest banking organization. Opportunities are 
available in many locations throughout Florida. If you have a favorite area 
within the state, chances are we have openings there for you. 
If you have an interest in a banking career. have taken at least six hours of 
accounting, and have an overall grade point average of at least 3.0, we'd 
like to talk to you about Barnett. Please send a copy of your resume, official · 
or unofficial transcripts, a cover letter indicating your geographical 
preference, and any other information you think we might find usefut to: 
BBFI College Relations Officer 
P.O. Box 43006·3006 
Jacksonville, Florida 32203·3006 
We look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Barnett Banks of Florida, Inc. 
• 
• 
• • 
Barnett is Florida's Bank 
All Barnett Banks are equal opportunity employers, M/F/H/V. 
• 
• 
• 
Sometimes students end up 
being the best teachers. 
MICHAEL CAINE •JULIE WALTERS 
:suNDAY: 
I APRIL 5J1 9pm 
- -
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p I u s 
The pregnancy test for your 
--erres only. ·~~ ~ ~·~; .. ~~~~~~{~~~.... 
' • "(·<.:·;::::.;::. ·· .· '· .... ,. 
Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus™ .;:;· ·~·;.::.~t· 
can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as · (L ···''''·'· :ti '~i::/ . :' . ~, THE HAIR SHOP 
io minutes. And in 30 minutes if you're not. . ~~;;·;'..:!·;::;,;:i:;{::!;:::;WIJJJS , 
You can use it as soon as one day after a 
missed period. e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy 
way to know for sure. 
IE.any ~~gmmc1(fe&t lj_ Precision Style Cut $9.00 
... ,~ FULL SERVICE SALON 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. WALK-INS WELCOME 
>-'- ,., •• , ,._,r., ,!~ :::~it1MtNU'f .. ~St> 
~ 1TESTK!1f 
(Winn-Dixie Center) 282·1700 
.. UNION PARK Dally 9·5 8t Thurs. 'tll 8 
THE 19TH STUDENT SENATE 
19TH SESSION 
MEASURES ON SECOND READING: 
BILLS: 
19-38 Establishing the 1987-88 Activity and SeNice Fee Budget: This bill shows 
the Activltires and Se Nice Fees Budget for the 198 7-1988 school year 
(OAF. Remains In OAF) 
19-39 Activity and SeNlce Fee Stipulations: This bill sets the stipulations of 
funding through the Activities and SeNlce Fee (OAF. Remains In OAF) 
19-40 Funding for the UCF Bicycle Club: This bill allocates S 1.855 to the 
bicycle club for llcenslng. sponsorship. and registration fees: (Pellerin. 
Assigned to OAF) 
19-41 Funding for the Book Exchange II: This bill allocates $222 to be used for 
advertising for the summer 1987 book exchange (Jenkins. Assigned to 
OAF) 
RESOLUTIONS: 
19-24 CPR and First Aid Certification for All UCF Faculty and Staff: This 
resolution states that all faculty should be versed In the techniques of 
CPR and First aid (Pellerin. Assigned to SP) 
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING 
BILLS: 
19-37 Revising Statutes--603.D: This bill revises statutes to state that a Presid-
ential/Vice Presldential candidate no longer need to be in his/her 
third semester to be eligible to run (White. 17-Y) 
•• Legislation In Committee is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes. 
cao FUNDING 
Did you know that your club or organization moy be eligible for $250.00 In Office Supplies and/or 
Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addlffion. if your club will be attending aconference or 
convention It may be eligible for up to 5300.00 to cover registration fees. Either way. stop by the 
Student Government Offices, SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and Organizations Funds. or Travel Funds, 
Request Form. 
REPORT 
MARCH 12, 1987 
CONFIRMATIONS 
The Senate confirmed the 
following people to Student 
Government positions: 
Karen Towles: Arts and Science 
Seat 1-14-Y. 1-N. 1-AB 
19-Y, 2-N 
Fred Schmidt: Education Seat 1 
16-Y 
SENATE MEETINGS 
Students are Invited to attend all Senate 
meetings. and to express any ideas or 
problems that they fell the Senate 
should work on. Senate meetings are 
held on Thursdays at 3:00 In the Tropical 
Oasis. 
STUDENTS 
If you have any comments. questions or 
concerns about the Senate Report. or 
any legislation, please contact JJ 
Mandatoatx219l or lnSC 151. 
Student Government Is funded through 
the Activities and Service fee as 
allocated by the Student Government 
of the University of Central Florida. 
SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. 
The following are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings: 
OAF Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee revlews all changes to the Finance 
and any legislation requesting funding. Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm In the Senate Work Room 
C&O Travel Clubs and Organizations:Thls committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office 
supplies/Advertising or Conference Registration. Tuesdays @ 5:00 pm in ths Senate Work Room 
LJR Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution. Statutes 
or Rules and Procedures. Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm In the Student Acitlvltes Center 
SP Services and Publicity: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student 
Government Services and Publicity. Mondays @ 4:00 pm In the Senate Work Room 
EA Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all S.G. Appointments. and recommendations 
for changes to the Election Statutes. Tuesdays @ 6:00 pm In the Senate Work Room 
PR-Present (not enough information/ uno e to decide) AB-Abstain (conflict of ·nterest) Y-Yes N- o Paid Advertisement 
,....., 
<") 
-~~ 
ARTS & SCIENCES ;!!. a::i u:: 
OPEN SEAT 
Kim DeVogel 
Mark Hayes 
Bob Truett 
Samuel Coniglio 
OEPN SEAT 
Melissa Pellerin 
Scott Jenkins 
OEPN SEAT 
Tabatha Bum 
OPEN SEAT 
BUSINESS 
Mario Ponce 
OPEN SEAT 
OPEN SEAT 
p y p 
p y p 
p y p 
p y p 
p y p 
p y ·p 
p - A 
A-A 
John White A - A 
Ken Barr P Y P 
Patrick Kelly RESIGNED 
OPEN SEAT 
Meade Parks 
David Thollander 
EDUCATION 
OPEN SEAT 
p y p 
p y p 
Susan Schmid P Y P 
Pro Tern Wolf P Y P 
John Rhodes RESIGNED 
Candace Cline P Y P 
ENGINEERING 
Bryan Martinez 
Cindy Deal 
Chris Carter 
Tony Wendrzyk 
Keith White 
Brian Thomas 
HEALTH 
William Bollt 
Jeannie Saul 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
Megan O'Neill 
AT-LARGE 
Roy Reid 
BREVARD 
OPEN SEAT 
DAYTONA 
OPEN SEAT 
SOUTH ORLANDO 
OPEN SEAT 
A-A 
A - A 
p y p 
p y p 
A-A 
p y p 
A-A 
p y p 
A-A 
p y p 
A-Absent P-Present L-Late E-Excused 
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HOOPLA Don't Drink and Drive. Classifieds 
FROM PAGE 18 Your life may depend on it. Your key to the future Call Mike at 275-2601 
games the pros are -- a 1-.~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~iT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
detrimental to college ~ START THE SCHOOL YEAR RIGHT 
situation that I feel is [ 
basketball in general, and ~ \j0 WITH EXECUTIVE TRAINING NOW! 
the student-athlete it depends ~W\> were lookingfor 
of, in particular. Engineering ••• Scientific ••• 
Non-Technical. •• Technical 
Nursing .•• And PreMedical The problem, over the last 
few years, is that the NCAA 
has allowed teams to play 
more and more "extra" 
games. Games that don't 
count against their season 
total of 28. There are a 
number of reasons for this, 
which I'll get into as we bo 
along, and take a look at all 
the "extras" the NCAA alows 
today. 
• Permanent Hair Removal now In Orlando! 
• Speclallzlng exclusively In the 
Insulated Bulbous Probe Method 
• Proven Immediate Results with 
Comfortable Treatments 
• Featured In Leading Magazines and seen on 
"Good Morning America" 
260·5715 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ONLY! 
--------------------------
Sb.dents 
To Begin With. 
you could be eltgtble to earn a 
two-year Afr Force Rare 
scholarship and a commission as a 
second lieutenant In the United 
States Air Force 
How? 
You must have two full years of 
undergraduate classes remalning as 
of August 1987. 
When Do I Apply? 
NOW! - for entry In August 1987. 
We are cWTCntly seeking young 
men and women majoring In 
non·tcchntcel, sclentlftc, 
technical, engineering, nursing or 
pre-medical fields, or those who 
qualify for pilot, navigator or 
mtsslle training. You must call 
(305) 275-2264 for an 
appointment ID take the Air Force 
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQ11. 
What Ifl Don't Qualify 
For A Scholarship? 
Not everyone qualifies for a 
scholarship. If you don't, you can 
still compete for the Two-Year 
Program end rccclvc $100 per 
month while enrolled. 
HI Don't Apply Now, 
Will I Have A Chance 
Later? 
It takes 8-10 months ID process the 
application, so If you miss the 
application period, It means you will 
have to wait another full year to 
apply. 
What If rm Not Sure Of 
My Particular Situation, 
But Am Interested? 
First off, there's the Coca 
Cola Big Apple NIT -- a 16 
team, pre-season get together 
in New York, which can add 
as many as four "freebees" to 
any team's schedule. 
FREE Y2 HOUR TREATMENT I I Second, there's the pre- I season and Christmas I 
• By Appointment Only • A $30 Value I I WlTH THIS COUPON, EXPIRES 4/15/87 . I 
When Will The Actual 
Selections Be Made? 
All categories will meet a 
selection board this fall and 
winter. 
Contact Captain Willis at (305) 
275·2264, or stop by our offices at the 
Unlverslcy of Central F1orida Fine Arts 
Building. Room 214 for more det:a.lls • -
without obltgat:lon. 
tournaments that are 
allowed in Hawaii, Alaska, 
I 
L--------------------------1 LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE and Puarto Rico . -- more~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
"extra" games okayed and 
exempted by the NCAA, and 
in which, believe it or not, 
there is no limit on how 
many contests a team can 
play. Once they get out of the 
Pacific time zone, they can 
rock around the clock, as 
Bill Haley said, controllers 
of their own destiny. Little 
wonder, then, that schools 
like Georgetown go over and 
play "Aloha from Hawai'i" 
about the time we're all 
unwrapping presents and 
watching Kris Kringle 
specials on TV. 
Talk . about unrestricted. 
Any team heading for Don 
Ho Land can schedule 
games against ~my NCAA 
member school on the 
islands -- the University of 
Hawaii, Hawaii-Hilo, 
Hawaii-Hula, Hawaii-
Bikini, Hawaii-Whatever. 
Believe me, there are schoo1s 
on those atolls that even the 
government doesn't know 
about, and if a team is rea1ly 
desperate, it can always play 
the US Navy squad at Pearl 
Harbor. 
Also allowed is the Great 
Alaska Shootout, which 
gives us great insight into 
the famous phrase "Call of 
the Wild" by Jack London. If 
you're going up there, it's 
either because you're 
worried about the 
Abominable Snowman, 
trying to find him, or want to I 
see where the movie · guys 
shot "Nanook of the North" to 
impress your social studies I 
teacher. 
Think about it. What other 
reason is there for coaches to 
bring their teams a11 the way 
to Alaska, where the nights 
are long and they play in a 
Quanset hut in front of 1200 
people -- if there isn t a 
snowstorm? 
Then we also have the post-
s ea son conference 
tournaments ·hich are onl 
important because the · gi e 
a seventh or eighth-place 
Don't Rent! 
Own Your Own! 
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail 
Become Your Own Landlord 
Many smar~ UCF students who 
own their own apartments have 
rommates to help share ex-
penses. Come and see why and 
how the par en ts of these 
students have chosen to buy a 
townhome for their sons and 
daughters. It's a good deal for 
everyone and you'll want one 
too! 
$340 /fP~I* 
No Closing Costs. 
(/~;es .· ~tedceilings 
Open, Spacious pion 
Lorge master bedroom suite 
cable TV available 
Sparkling skylights 
Charming loft 
Furnished kitchen 
Purchase Price 
Includes: 
0 Refrigerator 
Furnished model ~pen daily l:t.l• .. - ,, ..:-- _ =--- ,,,- _k - ~11"- 0 Washer and Dryer 
Mon.-Sat. lOAM 6PM. tl11Mi.1t .. afJi,/ .- · ... 0 Blinds 
sun. 12noon-6P 1. ~ FOX Hunt Lanes o Paddle Fan• 
---
* SOie price $53,900. $2,700 down. $51 ,200 mortgage, 7% AR.M., plus or minus 2% Ann al Cop, Lifetime Cop 13% 
Adjusted to 1-year T-8ill. AP.R. 8% or Low Axed Rotes. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Don't Drink and Drive. 
Your life may depend on it. 
JIM'S TIRE SERVICE 
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102 
6 Ml. East of AJafaya Tr. 1 Mi. West of Speedworld 
USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES examole: 
13" S12 to S20 235/75815" $49.95 
14" Sl4 to S20 195/75814" S40.95 
i 15" S15 to 520 185/80013" $35.95 
Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs 
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation 
C ris the Creek s pie 
Editor's note: Chris Universi y of evada - Las 
R ichcreek's column was Vegas, in particular. "Tark 
written Sunday night before the Shark" may not run the 
Monday nighCs NCAA cleanest program in 
championship game. America. Yet he has beaten 
With the onset of Monday more than one NCAA 
n i g h t' s N CA A ....._ _______ __...;.__;_ _ ___, investigation in court, so 
championship, there are Providence. The actions of nothing has been proven yet. 
many thoughts about the 
NCAA that crossed my mind 
this past weekend. 
First and foremost is the 
tournament itself. Isn't it 
ironic that many people 
Syracuse ' s Derrick 
Coleman were uncalled for. 
Coleman, if you recall, 
punched a Providence player 
from behind. Coleman's 
actions were enough to get 
------------------------1 criticize the NBA schedule. him ejected. , 
This season, Tark took a 
group of castoffs and molded 
them into a deadly inside/ 
outside unit. He used the 
three-point rule like he 
owned it, and he won 37 of 39 
games. There is no doubt he 
did a good job this year. Louie's 
Fish Fry 
"CHAR-BROILED PICNIC STYLE" 
Fish, Hamburgers & Foot-Long Hot Dogs 
658·0555 . 
E. HIGHWAY 50, NEXT TO WAL.:.MART 
between Dean Rd. & Alafaya Tr. 
They say that the regular 
season means little. It's just 
a warmup for postseason 
play. Many of the critics of 
the NBA schedule favor the 
NCAA tournament .. 
These people are 
However, this was a Final 
Four game, and the ejection 
of Coleman could have been 
enough to sway the outcome 
of the game one way or the 
other. And who would have 
decided the outcome? The 
referees. 
The refs didn't want that. 
So they left everyone in the 
game. 
Typical, inconsistent refs. 
Anyway, Tark brought out 
some good points about the 
NCAA in a recent issue of 
The Sporting News. He 
noted that Kentucky has 
escaped any major 
investigations despite the 
fact that a Kentucky 
newspaper won a Pulitzer 
Prize for its reporting of 
Wildcat violations. 
· EAT IN or TAKE OUT 
hypocrites. The NCAA 
tourney is just like the NBA 
playoffs. Ask LSU head 
coach Dale Brown. His team 
had a poor regular season. 
Yet his team used its regular 
season schedule as a 
jumping-off point for the 
tournament. From there, 
they ran over Georgia Tech, 
Temple and DePaul before 
running into a stumbling 
block known as Indiana. 
In the regular season, they 
wouldn't have hesitated to 
throw Coleman out. It 
shouldn't have mattered 
what game it was. Yet it did. 
It was tournament time, and 
no ref wanted to be known as 
the one who gave the game to 
Providence. 
He also noted that Idaho 
State, which is not exactly a 
Division I powe.rhouse 
despite its appearance in the 
recent NCAA tournament, 
earned a two-year probation 
for its action. • I 
I 
CALL AHEAD FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASE!! 
• FREE DRINKS with food purchase & student 1.0. 
----- --------------------FISH & CHIPS I No one is saying that Idaho 
• I WITH DRINK I I 
I 
I 
I 
I ask you, what's the 
difference? After all, the 
regular season meant little 
to Brown. Only the. SEC 
tournament and NCAA 
tournament mattered. 
A referee gut check was 
needed for that game. It 
would have shown that all 
the refs failed it. 
State didn't commit 
violations. However, the 
NCAA does have its favored 
sons. A newspaper rarely 
earns a Pulitzer Prize by 
I Cft I • 
• I ~ .= I ...... Ul $2.79 
• 
• 
I ';S .,.. 
I ~~ 
·-----
offer good with coupon only I 
. . I 
ONE COUPON PER PERSON EXPIRES I 
5/3/87 J 
--------------------
The second point deals 
with the infamous fight 
between Syracuse and 
Another thought is that of 
the NCAA itself and Jerry 
Tarkanian, the coach of the 
A movie for children of all ages. 
SEE TARK PAGE l 3 
I!' FREi FR;E FRiE : r sATuRi>AY: I -2 sHowS '1 
1 I 1 APRIL 4 I l 1 pm 3pm 1 
I For Students, faculty, 1 I c.......,,_. A. 1 1 (Please call to let us I staff, their children, and I oiuuENT rl.CTIVITIES 1 I know which show you 1 spouses. I CEmER will be attending.) 1 I I fY'/: PI2ZA) 1 FOR MORE INFO. J - - _J -- ILD _ _J L_CAL~275-2~33 -
P Se ce Fee or Ce lrol Flo ldo U.L 
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Quick Ford ready; 
for school, season 
by Scott Wallin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
best I've ever seen him 
play." 
Thanks to you ... 
for 
Ford hopes to catch 70 1-:-----------------------------------------------------------------
passes and top 1,000 yards 
University of Central 
Florida wide receiver 
Bernard Ford is setting the 
pace during spring football 
drills ... a blistering pace 
that is. Ford, who hails from 
Cordele, Ga., has been 
clocked at a team-high 4.25 
in the 40-yard dash. 
receiving. Last year, he 
caught 30 for 653 yards and 
had a team-leading eight 
touchdowns. Wilson pulled 
in 50 for 767 yards. 
Last season, he and 
wideout Teddy Wilson 
threatened opponents with a 
potent passing game. Double 
teaming either player left the 
other in single coverage. 
Defensive coordinators 
could only hold their breath · 
during passing situations. 
Bernard Ford 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 
CENTRAL FLORIDA THEATRE 
------presents 
CARNIVAL 
A charming, bittersweet musical by Bob Merrill and 
Michael Stewart, based on stories by Helen Deutsch. 
April 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, & 11 at 8:00 P.M. 
April 5 at 2:00 P.M. 
Admission; $8.00 
(UCF students Free with Student Government Voucher, if available) 
The duo has split this year 
with Wilson making strides 
toward the NFL. But Ford is 
back and ready to place his 
name next to Wilson's as 
one of the finest receivers in 
school history. 
But ask Ford what his . ~ .. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~J 
Ford (5-10, 1 70) is sure to 
attract double coverage this 
year, but a few offensiv~ 
adjustments and shuffles 
should allow him to shake it. 
Assistant Head Coach Rick 
Stockstill said Ford will be 
sent in motion more often 
before running patterns. 
Also, Ford will be thrown 
more screen passes and he'll 
run more reverses. 
Anything to take advantage 
of his speed, which has also 
been clocked at 4.28 and 4.29 
this spring. 
"For us to be successful, we 
have to get the ball into 
Bernard's hands," 
Stockstill said. "The more 
he touches the ball, the more 
successful we'll be." 
Ford is developing a 
healthy chemistry with 
senior quarterback Darin 
Slack, who threw for 1,799 
yards last season. 
"Sometimes last year, 
Darin , Teddy and I weren't 
on the same page," Ford 
says. "This year, Darin and 
I can feel each other out. He 
knows what I'm thinking 
and I know what he's 
thinking. He's playing the 
main goal is and he'll say 
it's to get as close to 
graduation as possible, 
which should be June of '88. 
Right now, he's not even 
looking beyond college to pro 
football. Ford said that 26 
NFL teams have been in 
contact with him, but 
conc~ntration on graduation 
comes first. Stockstill added 
that a few scouts in 
particular have expressed a 
high interest in Ford. 
"I'm not concerned with 
that right now," F-ord says 
with serious eyes. "I'm glad 
for the attention but my main 
objective is to graduate in 
June next year." 
Stockstill said that Ford 
has the speed, "incrediEly 
soft hands," quick feet and 
the leadership that pro scouts 
look for. 
"Right now, Bernard i& 
running pro routes," 
Stockstill said. "A lot of 
scouts know him and a lot of 
them are going to follow 
him. They've all said he's a 
definite · draft choice." 
Should Ford make it in 
professional football one 
day, he'll do it with his main 
goal achieved. He'll go to the . 
NFL with a diploma. 
NCAA too lenient 
By-law 3-3-(a)-1 of the 
NCAA guideb(}ok tells us 
that every Division I and II 
member institutions "shall 
limit its total playing 
schedule in each sport in 
each sport in any year to the 
number of contests . . . set 
forth in this section." 
For basketball, the magic 
number for the regular 
season is 28. Plus, the powers 
that be in Shawnee Mission 
allow another six additional 
games that it would take for 
any team to win the CAA 
Post-Season Champion hip. 
ow unless my ad ·tion 
fails me, that means 34 
games a year max. 
Or does it? 
Ho', then did Louisville -
last season s C 
champion -- end up with a 32-
7 record for 1985-86? And 
why was Duke, the team the 
Cardinals beat in the finals, 
37-3? 
What rm talking about is 
what I call inching. The 
TCAA's practice, in recent 
ears, of allowing the 
schedule to grow a tiny bit 
more each season, till now I 
' eve got to the point where 
the colleges are playing 
about half the number of 
SEE HOOPLA PAGE 16 1 
~ . 
THE NOT TICNET TO EUROPE 
\ 
Is Jce/andair 
16991 
I 
THI/T'S SOME 
NUMBEl(l 
\ 
lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Orlando 
is only $699 round trip! 
e. Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium. 
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. ~conomical 
Eurailpasses -are available. 
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per 
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.* 
•Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19 
European Countries.** 
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and 
Frankfust. 
•We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington 
and Orlando. J!!!!!!!!. 
ICELANDAIR j-1 
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AG ENT. 
Fare facts ; Super Apex Fare~ valid &187 thru 9 7137 1 day minimum SO dav. ma~imum. ~'!lent 14 ?~ pnor to departure . Fares subject. to 
change. Pena or cancel atlon, S3 departure tax and US cvstoms 1mmigra ion fee. Li m ed availability, o e restriction may apply 
•Prices based on ra1eo exchange 2 87 **Reserva· o ssub ect o ava lab1lj y Fu ll refunds with a14day pnorcancella ion. 
• 
• 
., 
• 
• 
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rew team cruises to th.rd in Miami Regatta 
, by Christopher Steely 
CE • Al F OR DA FUTURE 
• The UCF rowing team 
continues to challenge some 
of the best crews in the 
country during their 1987 
spring season. The team has 
already participated in five 
regattas with five more to go. 
• The crew excelled at the 
Miami International 
Regatta on March 21, 
• placing first in the college 
division, beating nine other 
crews including Rollins, 
•University of Florida and 
Jacksonville University. 
UCF placed third out of 25 
clubs and organizations 
• participating in the regatta. 
The men's lightweight 
junior varsity four, open 
•four, lightweight junior 
varsity eight, open eight and 
women's open four received 
gold medals in their events. 
The remaining men's and 
women's boats finished 
well, pulling close b1 h1 d 
very strong crews. 
"The team showed great 
improvement," said Coach 
Dennis Kamrad. "We 
worked hard over spring 
break, and it showed. The 
increased water time 
allowed the crew to pick up a 
lot of boat speed which gave 
our competitors a run for 
their money." 
As the season continues, 
the crew perfects their 
technique, but so do their 
challengers. "We have a 
tough schedule ahead," 
explained Kamrad, "and the 
season will not get any 
easier." 
Don't Drink and Drive. 
Your life may depend on it. 
© 
The varsity Heavyweight eight stoked to a first place finish in the competion last 
weekend. Below, the varsity Heavyweight four alsotinished first in Miami. 
The team competed in weekend where they will Duke. 
Clermont last weekend and compete against such crews The team has its sights set 
travels to Augusta, Ga., next as Cambridge, Yale and on the National 
Championships in 
Philadelphia, Pa., on May 8-
RUSH 
9. With the experience 
gained throughout the 
season, the crew will strive 
to hold their own against 
nationally top-ranked 
teams. 
Captain John Hamrick 
explained: "Nationals gives 
us the opportunity to show our 
competitive edge against the 
established northern crews. 
REPORTERS NEEDED!' 
Call 275-2865 for more info. The Central 
Florida Future. 
If you are interested in joining a fraternity that stands apart from the rest, we want to 
meet with you. 
Phi Delta Theta will be holding a rush for new members during the next week. If you 
are interested be sure to attend one of our 'many get togethers. 
We want to make Phi Delta Theta the best it can be at UCF. And we want you to be a 
part of the challenge. 
Be sure to come to any of the following rush events: 
Tues. Mar. 31- RUSH MEETING HPB RM. 108 9 PM. 
W d. Apr. 1- SPRING BRAKE PARTY 12190 DESCARTES COURT #2 8 PM. . 
Th r . April 2- NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK APT. #45 HAYSTACK 8 PM. -h ~ "A FrA~t~-~;r;;-or ;;Lire" ·&--
~ For more info call 282-0233 <.{> 
~ !!i!~~ .. U!L!tL~.I~ 4 
Revenge eludes · UCF 1987-88 Tentative Football Schedule 
By Paul Owers 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Their words were tainted with 
atonement. They spoke gingerly of 
revenge for all the miseries of years 
past. It was pay back time, and the 
UCF Baseball team was banking on 
the positive possibilities. 
The Knights had what was 
believed to be a legitimate chance of 
upending second-ranked Florida 
State in Tallahassee last week. But 
somehow in the transition from here 
to there, something went wrong. 
Miserably wrong. The dream 
collapsed like wet cardboard. 
On Tuesday, the Seminoles, who 
finished second in last year's 
CoUege World Series, got to starting 
pitcher Brandon Turner early. 
Catcher Barry Blackwell smashed a 
three-run home run, while Ron 
Lewis c1eaned the bases with a three-
run triple . . A trio of runs late in the 
game finished offUCF, 12-4. 
Letting bygones be bygones, the 
Knights slept off the rout and came 
back Wednesday with the hopes of 
finishing some unfinished 
business. Again, however, FSU 
grabbed an early lead. In the second 
inning, Donnie Erickson's run-
scoring double and UCF shortstop 
Brian Riggin's throwing error 
propelled the Seminoles into the 
lead, 2-0. 
In the Knight fourth, Vince 
Zawaski singled and scored when 
Seminole second baseman Edwin 
Alicea muffed Bobby Kiser's 
grounder. Kiser, in turn, scored 
when Paul Pedersen singled to left. 
New life for the Knights was defined 
on the scoreboard: 2-2. 
In the bottom of the fourth, FSU 
loaded the bases with no outs against 
starting pitcher Brian Ahem. After 
a strikeout, Victor Floyd hit into a 
fielder's choice to score Ed Fulton to 
make it 3-2. Rafael Bournigal flied 
out to prevent further damage. 
The Knights loaded the bases in 
their half of the fifth and scored on 
Carlos Morales' sacrifice fly. 
Zawaski and Jose Soto flied out to 
end the inning. Again, however, the 
score was deadlocked, 3-3. 
In the home half of the seventh, 
FSU forged ahead when Mike 
Skoutelakis singled in Dave 
Marzan. Unable to rally in the late 
innings, UCF fell short, 4-3. 
Suddenly, the Knights went from 
gaining a near-split with one of the 
nation's best teams to victims of a 
two-game sweep and a three-game 
losing streak. Not exactly what these 
guys had in mind. 
As the Knights try to forget their 
SEE SCORCH PAGE 13 
. . ) 
Bethune Cookman 
West Georgia 
Elon 
Eastern Kentucky 
Georgia Southern 
Savannah State 
Northwest Missouri 
Grand Valley State 
Liberty 
Florida AIM 
Morningside 
Sept. 5 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 26 
Oct 3 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 31 
Nov. 7 
Nov. 14 
Nov. 21 
7:00pm 
7:00pm 
7:00pm 
7:00pm 
1:30pm 
7:00pm 
2:00 pm Homecoming 
7:00pm 
7:00pm 
1:30pm 
7:00pm 
All away games in bold 
All home games 
to be played at the 
Or1ando Stadi4.Jm 
' 
• 
BASEBALL BRIEFS _ Ladies fly by AFA 
Knights pound W. Virginia 
bats roar with 38 hits 
UCF pitching staff 
Rich P 6-2 ERA 3.66 
Br don T er 5-2 ERA 2.78 
Brion Ahem 4-4 ERA 4.15 
UCF15WVW.O 
UCF overpowered West Virginia 
with 18 hits in the first game. UCF 
knocked four runs in the first with 
lead off hitter Todd Reese starting 
the game with a triple. One run in 
the thfrd, followed by three in the 
fourth, cleared the way for UCF and 
their six run fifth inning. Brian 
Riggin ripped a three run homer as 
he went 2-2. Jay scott picked up the 
win for the Knights allowing no 
runs, two walks and one strike out. 
UCF 14 WVW. 2 
In the second game of the two game 
series, UCF once again dominated 
the out-classed team from West 
Virginia. The Knights ripped 20 hits 
in the game. Bobby Miller went four 
for five at the plate. Reese, Vince 
Zawaski and Carlos Morales each 
had three hits at four at bats. Allen 
Platt went seven innings for UCF 
allowing two runs off four bits 
while striking out three. 
Staff Report 
SPORTS EDITORS 
On Wednesday afternoon, 
the Lady Knight golfers 
cruised by the Air Force 
Academy by a whopping 42 
strokes. 
After two qualifying 
rounds played at Deer Run 
and Rio Pinar, the two teams 
met at the Tuscawilla 
Country Club for the show 
down. Leading the way for 
UCF was Mary Ann 
McDevitt. 
McDevitt shot an 81 at the 
Tuscawilla course to help the 
five lowest Lady Knights to a 
440. The best the Lady Cadets 
could do was a 482. 
Along with her 81, 
McDevitt also shot a 78 (Deer 
Run) and an 88 (Rio Pinar) 
for a three-round total of247. 
She led all finishers. 
Lisa Judson added ~ 88 on 
the final day, while Michelle 
Singleton pitched in an 89. 
Without the help of their top 
two players, the UCF men's 
lntramurals 
golf drove to a third place 
finish in the Embry Riddle 
golf tournament at Palm 
Coast. Jeff Bogan paced the 
Knights with a score of 70. 
Bogan placed second 
overall in the tournament 
after a sudden death shoot 
out between he and Craig 
Morissete of Brevard 
Community College. 
Morissette won the playoff • 
for medaHst on the 5th hole 
with a birdie. 
Jody Hkrach placed in the • 
tenth spot in the field of 75 
players for UCF with a score 
of75. 
UCF was leading all of the • 
15 teams by three strokes 
going into the third day, but 
could not manage to keep• 
their lead on the last day of 
the tournament. 
"With either one of our two " 
top players in the 
tournament we would have 
finished at least second," 
head coach Dale Wilson 
said. 
UCF fell short of the second 
place award by just three • 
strokes. 
, The top game in intramurars this week is'Pike f 
vs. LXA I Thursday at 5:00 p.m. on field 2. 
